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SENT TO LSU AGCENTER/LOUISIANA FOREST PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT CENTER - FOREST SECTOR / FORESTY PRODUCTS INTEREST GROUP 
 
 
Greetings  - back from sunny Florida, and now domiciled in WV.  Attached note discusses a number of 
problems facing housing - relatively weak economy, particularly jobs; slowing world economy; low 
housing inventory; a Congress and administration that can't seem to agree on what is wrong and 
therefore how to fix the problems; ... 
 
All this despite record low interest rates and little inflation.   Everybody has thoughts on what is wrong - 
you will see some explanations in the attached slides.  I'm leaning toward weak demand being the main 
reason there is little inflation - another way of saying weak demand is "excess supply".  I.e., we have too 
much capacity to produce desired goods ( world wide problem).  If this is the case, a solution is not 
easy.  We may be in a longer term,structural downturn, as opposed to short term, cyclical 
downturn.  Unfavorable demographics are part of the problem in North America and Europe as aging 
populations save more and spend less.  Companies are not investing in plant capacity because they see 
excess supply. 
 
Interesting times which suggest to me that housing may remain below trend for longer than we 
want.  The mix continues to favor multi family/renting as opposed to single family ownership. That said, 
there are areas in the U.S. where housing is doing quite well - areas where job market is robust - this 
reminds us that housing is, 1st and foremost,  a regional market , and good paying jobs/income is key to 
any recovery. 
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Housing comments –  April , 2015    
 
 -  March starts  increased 2% ( to 0.926million, annual rate) from previous     
    month,  with single family coming in at 0.618  million(SAAR) – a modest   
    improvement from previous month, but  2.5% below last year. 
 - Multi family continues to be the driver  (34% of total) – rental prices still    
    increasing – single  family sales remain weak and this has big impact on   wood  
    product prices.  This trend will probably continue for some time. 
 -  Economic issues -   slowing world  economy( China GDP slowest in past 6 
    years); sub par  domestic job market; sluggish income growth;        
    continuing tight domestic credit environment .  One bit of good news is that 
    Europe seems to be seeing slight improvement, thanks to the weak Euro. 
 -  Main problem (short term) continues to be the job market.  Unemployment rate 
    keeps coming down, but good jobs remain scarce, and many people are working 
    two or more jobs to make ends meet.  Longer term – makeup of U.S. economy is 
    changing and this is impacting  spending patterns and housing choices. 
 - In addition, there are growing concerns that the  job market is undergoing long 
   term – structural – changes.  Automation is reducing job prospects 
   for the middle class while creating jobs for  the highly skilled and  less skilled 
   sectors . End  result is stagnating family incomes  that  could translate to lower 
   total housing demand with more emphasis on multi family/rental demand.  E.g., 
   higher paying jobs with benefits in the goods producing sector employs 13.9% of 
   the workforce -  use to be 25 – 30% in the 1970’s.  Lower paying service sector 
   now 71% - use to be 50%. 
  



Housing inventory – short supply is driving up prices! 
 
One more issue impacting housing – with starts remaining weak, we will 
See a continuing shortage of inventory, and that means higher prices.  Many 
Builders just don’t see enough traffic supporting an increase in starts. In the  
Resale market, many people can’t list their homes due to foreclosure issues, 
Job problems, credit issues, etc.  Another headwind the market doesn’t need ! 
 
Current inventory is 4.6 months for new homes and 4.7 months for  
existing homes – six months supply is considered a ‘healthy market” 



Another thorny issue --Currency devaluations seem to be the preferred 
 solution to deflationary concerns in many countries today – central 
banks in Europe and  Japan are following the U.S. with quantitative 
 easing/printing money, in order to  spur demand by weakening their 
 currencies.  Good article in WSJ suggesting that the “low inflation  
world” is really a symptom of too much capacity relative to demand, 
 and the solution isn’t currency devaluation.  Real solution :  
 Hint –     “necessity is the    mother of invention” 



“Musical chairs and currency devaluations – 
 
Today, we’re seeing various countries ( Europe, Japan, and the latest, Canada) 
lowering interest rates to weaken their currencies to spur export and general 
economic growth.  Consequently, U.S. dollar strengthens, and when we raise 
rates, the dollar will strengthen even more ( it gained 15% against our trading 
partners in 2014).  There is a growing concern in some countries ( Europe, 
Japan) with outright deflation ( i.e., 1930’s). In others , with disinflation – slower 
price increases -- U.S., Canada, China,……   Falling energy prices are a factor. 
This creates problems with debtor countries ( all of the above except China) as 
it’s much easier to repay debt in an inflationary environment.  Problem is that 
all of us can’t deflate our currencies!!  Even the Swiss deflated  recently.   So, 
we get a ‘race to the bottom”, and play “musical chairs” hoping we’re not left 
“standing when the music stops”.   In the past, the U.S. could play the role of 
the world’s  economic engine – today, we’re just not economically strong 
enough. E.g., Our debt situation is growing more serious as public debt To GDP 
ratio exceeds 70% - as interest rates rise, debt servicing costs become a 
serious burden forcing tough spending decisions.  Here is what I hate about 
interest on national debt – you’re paying for something you already consumed.  
If the debt was incurred by investing in our future ( e.g., infrastructure, 
education, highways, technology,), you will get  a positive return on that 
investment via higher productivity, job creation, and higher standard of living.   
But, most of our debt was from overspending, too much consumption, …. 
Foreign countries, some  that don’t necessarily like us , are more  than happy to 
loan us money to buy things we can’t afford.  
 



 
The problem is primarily due to excess capacity relative to demand - WSJ 
 
The answer to weak growth isn’t currency devaluation – it’s growing/creating demand 
for products, services, etc.  That means investment, product development – this 
requires research, infrastructure spending , tax reform, better education.  This is a 
structural problem that will take years/decades to remedy, and unfavorable 
demographics in Europe, Japan, and the USA are going to make this more challenging. 
The world needs new industries based on new products – this creates needed demand 
and jobs.  “Necessity is the mother of invention”.  Find the needs that aren’t being met 
by existing products. 
E.g., New technology and innovations create new products/services desired by 
consumers and demand for such products will create jobs, income, …  E.g., Apple 
products do this all the time. Other examples include new medical devices/products; 
computing innovations; 3D printing ..  Prior examples include the jet engine; cotton 
gin; model T Ford; MMM’s numerous innovations; the telephone; ---- each invention 
spawned new industries creating jobs to produce desired products – new technology 
could help us solve the demand problem, but we need to do the research to develop 
new technology, and we need a supportive government and tax system that can help 
create an environment that encourages innovation, risk taking, etc. 
 

“Low inflation world” is symptom of weak demand as noted by recent 
 WSJ article – this could be a structural /long term problem 
One solution --- technology that spawns new industries that fulfill 
Demands not currently met by existing products – weak demand is  
the problem 



( http://www.wsj.com/articles/for-the-fed-its-a-cold-world-out-there-heard-on-the-street-1426015361?KEYWORDS=a+cold+world+out+there+for+the+fed ) 

Low inflation on this scale is a symptom of weak demand – printing money won’t solve 
 the problem – like “pushing on a string” – solution is new products, new  
Industries – this requires R&D; infrastructure investment; better education;…  
And, a government supporting a business environment that encourages risk 
Taking, innovation, …. ( tax and regulatory reform would be good start) 
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Another article in WSJ  - Ben Bernake versus Larry Summers 
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/on-secular-stagnation-ben-bernankes-theory-meets-larry-summerss-evidence-1428460593?KEYWORDS=theory+meets+evidence+in+rate+debate ) 

Tries to explain why economic growth has been so slow in recent years.   Discussion  
Between Ben Bernake and Larry Summers centers around real interest rates (nominal rate 
 minus inflation) –  when they are low for an extended time ( 4- 5 years), it indicates  
something is wrong with the economy.  I.e., when demand for money is low, this keeps  
interest rates low.  Summers argues that it is the result of weak investment  
because  companies see little need to expand Plant capacities because demand is lacking,  
or existing capacities are sufficient to produce What is demanded today.  Similar to  
previous argument that inflation is low because we have excess supply/not enough  
Demand.  Bernake  counters that low rates are due to a combination of Cyclical Factors  
– recent financial mess; international  issues such as global savings glut  as China and  
Other countries with large trade surpluses saved more than they invested and exported 
The rest to the U.S. ( i.e., they bought our Treasury bills, etc.). Bernacke argues that 
 “The shortfall in U.S. growth wasn’t due to a shortage of investment, but the fact that 
 imports were displacing domestic production”.  He also suggests that  slower growing 
Labor force and slow productivity growth  is keeping interest rates low.  
 
Both explanations are plausible with lots of supporting evidence.  The beauty of being an 
Economist is that sometimes  (many times)we don’t know the real answer until much 
later when even more evidence/data is available.  However, if Bernake and other central 
 banker s are wrong, then we are delaying the implementation of a better strategy to  
Correct today’s weak demand problem. For what it is worth, I’m in Larry Summers camp –  
Weak growth is the result of chronic weak demand.  We have too much capacity to produce 
Existing products – what we need is new technology to produce/develop new products.  

http://www.wsj.com/articles/on-secular-stagnation-ben-bernankes-theory-meets-larry-summerss-evidence-1428460593?KEYWORDS=theory+meets+evidence+in+rate+debate


How do we develop new products?  Research and fostering a business environment 
That encourages risk taking and entrepreneurship (tax reform).  Seventy percent of our  
Economy Is consumption – we’re not saving enough and we’re not investing enough.   
Many of Our roads and bridges are a mess; our K-12 education system needs significant  
Reforms; our public debt is about 70% of our GDP ( total debt which includes  
what the government owes itself exceeds 100%) – this means huge interest  
Servicing Costs even with low interest rates; …. 
 
Also, we need to address the “two tiered economy” issue.   
 

What makes a country great is having equal access 
to Opportunities for everybody.   
 
That kind of environment encourages stronger productivity, Risk taking; entrepreneurship;  
stable society; strong work ethic; ….. – strong  economic growth!!!!!!!, 

And this leads to a strong and healthy 
housing market, and rising wood product 
Prices!!!!! 



U.S. Economy 2013 - - Consumer spending GDP as % of 
Economy = 68.5% 

 
 China consumes <40%; Russia < 50%; Europe <60% 

 

Source: BEA ( http://bea.gov/national/nipaweb ) 

Consumer spending 68.5% 
(consumption of goods & services 
by/for the consumer) –  

Net Exports (- 3.0)%  
Government spending 19% 

Non residential  
investment   
12.2%  

Residential 
Investment ( new construction plus R&A/remodeling)  3.0% 
This will improve if we “get our act together” 

http://bea.gov/national/nipaweb


Another article in The Economist explaining why wage growth/good jobs 
Is key to economic recovery – consumer spending is Key 

Source: (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21648022-unless-wages-grow-americas-economic-blip-could-become-trend-careful-now ) 
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Source: (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21648022-unless-wages-grow-americas-economic-blip-could-become-trend-careful-now ) 

More slides from “the Economist article” – US economy is driven by 
Consumer spending which is 70% of the economy – that’s the key to any  
Recovery!!!!!!!! 
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See interesting article in WSJ  - “Two tiered economy reshapes the marketplace  
WSJ January 25, 2015, Page A1. 
( http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace-1422502201?KEYWORDS=two+tiered+economy+reshapes  ) 
 

 
Following are some slides from that article that suggests the U.S. economy  
Is evolving into a ‘two tiered economy” – the well off and the not so well off. 
We have discussed this before in our housing notes –  
.e.g. Stagnant household incomes; more people underemployed; low income 
Jobs with few benefits; …… 
 
The bottom line is that consumption patterns are changing as well as demand  
For shelter.   We may not see a return to the ‘good old days” for housing? We  
May see continuing demand for larger, more expensive single family homes, 
But, total demand will remain below trend ( 1.5 million) as rental demand  
Remains strong.   
 

Two tiered economy* – where the U.S. is headed, and what 
It could mean for consumption patterns and demand for  
housing 

*Wealthy households advancing while middle income 
 And lower income people struggle 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace-1422502201?KEYWORDS=two+tiered+economy+reshapes


1st, just a reminder what has happened to incomes over the past 
twenty years --- 
       real incomes have been shrinking for the past 20 years  



Source: WSJ (http://www.wsj.com/articles/top-20-of-earners-pay-84-of-income-tax-1428674384?mod=WSJ_hp_RightTopStories ) 

OK – I know I harp on about the “income inequality issue” as a problem, but 
To be fair, high income earners pay more than 80% of the income taxes in the USA, 
The source of over 50% of federal revenue .  In the rest of the world, the 
Income taxes provide 33% of federal revenue while a consumption tax provides 
another 33% . The consumption tax/value added tax is more regressive ( higher burden  
on lower income people) , so, maybe our system isn’t so bad? 
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Source: WSJ ( http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace-1422502201?KEYWORDS=two+tiered+econom   

Consumer spending trends reflect changing income patterns of U.S. population  - 
therefore, many businesses are reorienting  to serve Higher income buyers. E.g.,  luxury 
retail sales, hotels, cars doing well, even premium beer sales are booming ( I still prefer 
Pabst Blue Ribbon at $3.89 per six pack), but rest of economy not doing as well 
 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace-1422502201?KEYWORDS=two+tiered+economy+reshapes


Source: WSJ (http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace-1422502201?KEYWORDS=two+tiered+economy+reshapes  
 

Also means Shifting makeup for single family housing  resulting in increased 
demand for bigger and More expensive houses with lower demand for entry level 
--- bottom line --- fewer housing starts/sales ( and demand for wood) 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace-1422502201?KEYWORDS=two+tiered+economy+reshapes


Source: WSJ (http://www.wsj.com/articles/renters-are-majority-in-big-u-s-cities-1423432009?KEYWORDS=shift+to+renting ) 

Another result ---  Rental demand keeps  increasing 
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Employment situation - our biggest problem -   it’s getting better, but quality 
Jobs remain scarce, and inflation adjusted wage growth has been weak for 
Almost two decades.  

Stimulus spending effect 

Source: U.S. BLS ( www.bls.gov ) 

march +125,000 

http://www.bls.gov/
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February 2015 Official unemployment rate –5.5%  
Equates to 9 million people  

Unemployment  rate keeps coming down –  but, nearly 7 million remain 
“underemployed” – working part time, but want full time jobs 
 
 
 

Source - - BLS:  http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf;  http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?ln  

The real unemployment rate - -  10.9% 

**There are about 18 million people either unemployed ,  underemployed, or stopped 
Looking –  

http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf
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Yes, unemployment 
rate is now below 6%, but income growth is missing ( yes, it 
Is starting to pick up, but very slowly). E.g., inflation 
Adjusted income today is the same as it was twenty years ago.  I.e., 
There has been no improvement in median family income over the  
Past two decades.  That’s why many people believe we are still in a 
recession, and consumer confidence remains relatively weak.   
 
Just a reminder ----- 
consumer spending is 70% of the economy, and 
without  real Income growth, spending can’t grow 
very fast!! 
 



Labor force participation rate is shrinking – demographics is probably the 
main reason – we’ll see skilled labor shortages increase over the next 
decade - we’re already seeing construction related shortages with brick 
layers, masons, electricians, plumbers, etc.  Solution – Revamp our 
education system (a 4 year degree isn’t for everyone – 2 year Community 
colleges, vocational schools, are better fit for many) and we could do a 
better job with immigration policies too. 
 

Source: BLS 

% of civilian adult population , that are working 
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February 2015 – 62.7%  participation rate 



Economic growth  of 2.2% – 4th qtr 2014 – My guess for 2015 is 2% !!   
Impact of less FED stimulus still unknown . There are serious headwinds –  
(1) Slowing world economy ( European recession; weaker China growth) 
(2) Stronger dollar will reduce exports and increase imports – negative 
     impact on manufacturing  jobs which is key to income growth in USA  
(3) Political stalemate, terrorism, currency wars, growing national debt, ... 

Source: BEA (http://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/national/gdp/gdp_glance.htm )  

http://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/national/gdp/gdp_glance.htm


Recent Housing statistics 
 
 



Starts are inching forward –  I’m concerned that the Feds will ‘grease the 
wheels” again – e.g., Fannie and Freddie,  FHA --- lowering down payment 
requirements  and premiums on mortgage insurance, ….  I guess they forgot 
what happened in 2008????  
    

Source: Census (http://www.census.gov/const/www/newresconstindex.html ) 

Single family starts, Thousand units, SAAR 
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March- -  618,000 

http://www.census.gov/const/www/newresconstindex.html


Source: WSJ (http://www.wsj.com/articles/housing-market-sees-hopeful-signs-of-spring-1428593691?KEYWORDS=signs+of+spring+in+housing ) 

Hopefully, things will improve this year – as the article indicates, 
Housing is doing best in places where the job market is healthiest. 
As always, jobs are the key metric to watch, and, a further reminder that  
Housing is a regional market.  

http://www.wsj.com/articles/housing-market-sees-hopeful-signs-of-spring-1428593691?KEYWORDS=signs+of+spring+in+housing


Multi family continues to strengthen – this trend should  continue 
Until the jobs picture improves and real incomes advance.  Housing 
Purchase depends on affordability ( price, mortgage rates), and  
Credit worthiness  - mortgage rates are favorable, but too 
many Americans have poor credit ( too much debt, low income, etc.) and, the 
Lenders have tightened the rules. And, prices are on the rise!! 

Source: WSJ ( http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2014/08/19/with-rentals-in-fashion-apartment-construction-hits-25-year-high/?mod=WSJBlog&mod=marketbeat ) 

http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2014/08/19/with-rentals-in-fashion-apartment-construction-hits-25-year-high/?mod=WSJBlog&mod=marketbeat


Source: WSJ ( http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2014/09/08/why-more-renters-arent-buying-hint-weak-incomes-savings/?mod=marketbeat&mod=marketbeat)  

Renting  is popular because many can’t afford to buy - -  
It’s that simple??  Again, JOBS, JOBS 

http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2014/09/08/why-more-renters-arent-buying-hint-weak-incomes-savings/?mod=marketbeat&mod=marketbeat
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4th qtr 2014 = 64% - - - lowest in 18 years 

Source: Census (https://www.census.gov/housing/hvs/data/q413ind.html ) 

Impact of weak household formations  - -   
homeownership rates have been falling for the past nine 
Years – when the economy gets back to normal, 
Will people return to to single family or will we see more renting? 
There will be impacts on wood products demand 
 

Rates are heading back to long term trend of 64% 
(which existed between 1968 – 1990) 

Long term trend 

https://www.census.gov/housing/hvs/data/q413ind.html
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New Single Family Home sales are the key statistic to watch – Sales 
drive housing starts – this drives demand for wood products!!!  
 

Thousands, SAAR 

Source: Census (http://www.census.gov/const/www/newressalesindex.html ) 

  February 539,000 

Highest level since 2008, but  
Still off 70% from the peak – this metric 
Is key to wood product markets!! 

http://www.census.gov/const/www/newressalesindex.html


Single family (incl condos), Monthly, Thousand units, SAAR 

Source: NAR (http://www.realtor.org/research )  
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Resale market continues to improve, but still heavy to cash sales with 
1st time buyers still below trend ( traditionally they represent about  
40 – 45% of market, but today they are at  30%).  Another problem today is tight 
Supply , currently at 4.7 months.  Healthy market is about 6 months supply. This 
Is driving up prices, currently up 6.2% YOY 

http://www.realtor.org/research


Some conclusions – housing continues to improve albeit slowly 
 
Short term:  
 
(1) Economy will continue to improve  -- 2015 may see 3%  growth, but housing 
 may not follow – looks like the ”disconnect between the economy and housing 
 will continue (“two tiered economy”???) 
(2) Still not a healthy housing  market - 1st time buyers are absent and 
      household formations are off 50% from trend – furthermore, many of sales are cash, many foreign 
      buyers, etc.  I.e.,  NOT SUSTAINABLE 
(3) The key to a recovery in housing is the return of 1st time buyers, traditionally 
      about 40- 45% of the market.  Current market skewed to cash buyers and  
      investors.   1st time buyers are mostly young people, but they can’t find good jobs. 
(4) Political discourse will continue to slow a truly strong  economic and  housing recovery –  
      too much uncertainty re: Affordable Care Act/Obama care; immigration reform; interest rates; 
      ……..  Uncertainty will slow job creation, private sector investment, …. 
(5) Growing problem in world economy is that USA is only major economy doing relatively well.   
      Europe in slow growth; China slowing from previous highs ( but still good);   And we now have  
      more countries devaluing their currencies to promote exports /economy.  This will impact 
      the U.S. recovery as a higher U.S. dollar dampens exports and weakens key manufacturing sector.  
(6) One more comment on housing – usually, housing  leads an economic recovery  
     ( after recessions) – but, this time it is not happening.  A stronger economy will be needed to  
     get the housing market back on track.  That’s hard to accomplish because housing is almost 20% of  
     the economy ( direct investment plus services, etc.). 
 



       
Longer term: 
 
(1) makeup of U.S. economy is changing and this is impacting            

spending patterns and housing choices. 
(2) There are growing concerns that the  job market is undergoing long 

term – structural – changes.  Automation seems to be  reducing job 
prospects for the middle class while creating jobs for  the highly 
skilled and  less skilled sectors . End  result is stagnating family 
incomes  that  could translate to lower total housing demand with 
more emphasis on multi family/rental demand. 

(3    Currency devaluations seem to be the preferred solution to              
 “low inflation” concerns  – central banks in Europe and Japan 
 are following the U.S. with quantitative easing/printing money, in 
 order to spur demand by weakening their currencies.  Good article 
 in WSJ suggesting that the “low inflation world” is really a 
 symptom of too much capacity relative to demand, and the 
 solution isn’t currency devaluation.  Better solution may be 
 developing technology to produce products that fulfill market 
 place demands not being met by existing products   
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